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DATASHEET

Digital Threats Require Intelligent Response

As organizations embrace web, social, and mobile digital channels as a way to 

improve customer experiences, cyber criminals, hacktivists, and state-sponsored 

attackers have organized to exploit these digital channels. Attackers scam 

employees, customers, and partners into gaining their trust, access credentials, 

and sensitive information. 

It’s time for security teams to organize around mitigating digital risks—exposures 

outside the firewall. The collective wisdom of the security community is 

powerful, and introduces new perspectives and pragmatic techniques to protect 

global consumers and organizations.

RiskIQ adds our digital threat intelligence to the community by providing access 

to the most comprehensive internet data sets and digital footprint capability for 

free to threat hunters and defenders.

Product Overview

RiskIQ Digital Footprint® Community Edition 

Visualize your digital footprint on the internet

To protect against digital threats, you need to have an accurate picture of your 

attack surface, which is made up of all potential attack vectors outside your 

firewall. Threat defenders need this data to ensure protection of critical external 

digital assets as well as for vulnerability assessment and penetration testing. 

Digital Footprint Community Edition provides an automatically generated list 

of assets that are connected to an organization based off of a keystone-owned 

asset and RiskIQ’s observed historical data and advanced algorithms.

Digital Footprint Community Edition leverages RiskIQ’s vast data sets and 

analytics to automatically generate a visual graph of connected, internet-facing 

assets across large and complex organizations. Threat defenders can interact 

with the Digital Footprint to gain unique security insight about the assets that 

are connected to the organization to uncover exposures in their attack surface.

Community Edition Products
Digital Threat Intelligence for Threat Hunters and Defenders

Features

• Free visualization of your 

organization’s external attack 

surface

• Free threat intelligence data 

for investigations and incident 

response

• Access to RiskIQ-derived 

datasets and automatically 

correlated internet data

Benefits

• Enable threat hunters and 

defenders to effectively triage 

threats and exposures

• Reduce time to detection and 

remediation of threats

• Consolidate tools necessary to 

manage digital threats
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RiskIQ PassiveTotal® Community Edition 

Investigate adversaries and uncover threats using a single platform

When investigating an incident or suspected event, analysts need access to a 

comprehensive internet data set to understand its relationship to external threats and 

their underlying infrastructure. For threat hunters, time is of the essence, and being able to 

intelligently pivot between internet data sets, monitor infrastructure of interest, and connect 

seemingly unrelated infrastructure saves time and ensures less information is missed.

PassiveTotal Community Edition provides collaboration capabilities that allow analysts 

to work together to quickly surface information about digital threats. PassiveTotal 

Projects allow the organization of related threat infrastructure elements (like domains, 

IPs, website trackers, and WHOIS registrant information) to make it easier to hand off 

investigation working files to other analysts, or maintain an ongoing workspace for a 

particular research project.

Share projects with others or get started with featured projects that have been curated 

by analysts and shared with the community.

With Digital Footprint 

Community Edition, you 

can:

• See your attack surface 

from the perspective of 

an attacker—from the 

outside in

• Examine assets and their 

components, even across 

large and complex entities 

• Visualize all internet-

exposed assets that are 

connected to a given, 

known asset

With PassiveTotal 

Community Edition, you 

can:

• Predict threats forming on 

the internet

• Investigate infrastructure 

used during attacks

• Defend your digital assets 

from attackers

• Leverage and pivot 

between the most 

comprehensive internet 

data sets available, 

including:

- Passive DNS

- WHOIS records

- SSL certificate 

information

- Web page 

components, 

metadata, and 

analytics trackers

- Host pairs


